
The Dilemmas of Documentary
Violence in Television
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In an article published in Dagens Nyheter
in 1993, Slavenka Drakulic discusses a T
news item which included close-ups of
small child, killed by a grenade in Saraj
vo:

What can be changed here and now

through the deliberate and precise regi-

stration of death we see in our living

rooms when we watch TV transmissions

of the dead and dying in Sarajevo? The

little girl’s death is only one horror

among many, where each preceding hor-

ror only prepares us for something even

worse to come. The biggest change is

the change within ourselves, as audi-

ences, spectators. We have begun to

accept this as our role in the drama, that

it is possible to play the role of specta-

tor. As though the war were a play.

Slowly, imperceptibly, something has

taken hold within us. A callousness, an

inability to see the truth – the symp-

tom of something dying within us. The

close-up of the little girl’s face was one

scene too much. It serves no rational or

defensible purpose. [Translated from

the Swedish article.]

Newscasts serve us intrusive pictures 
victims of violence, of human sufferin
and brutal death every day. Do these p
tures finally overwhelm us, so that w
make ourselves hard and suppress 
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feelings of compassion? How muc
documentary violence can we witne
and store away within us? How do w
handle the many documentary images
close-ups – of mutilated or dead me
women and children which, via the telev
sion screen, invade the peace and qu
of our living rooms?

There are, of course, no simple a
swers to these questions, but I thi
these are things we should ask ours
ves. The interviews a group at the D
partment of Journalism, Media and Com
munication at Stockholm University1

have conducted with news-viewers ind
cate that many viewers do indeed d
velop strategies to ward off all too intru
sive or graphic images. I shall return 
viewers’ reactions, but first I should lik
to mention some other studies we ha
done concerning depictions of violenc
in television newscasts, both studies 
content and interviews with news pro
ducers (the studies are summarized 
Höijer 1994a).

Johan Cronström has compared t
depictions of violence in Swedish new
casts from 1979 and 1993. He found se
eral differences, quantitative – the pr
portion of items with violent content ha
increased – but also qualitative, in th
sense that violence is depicted in grea
visual detail than before. The way telev
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sion reports violence has change
(Cronström 1994 and forthcoming).

Our operational definition of a depic
tion of violence is this:

A news item is considered to contain

violence if it depicts a person or per-

sons who consciously commit an act

which kills, injures or causes another

person suffering, against their will, or

which inflicts damage on an inanimate

object, or if it depicts the consequences

of such an act (cf. Höijer 1994:17).

In other words, events that may be r
garded as accidental, or natural catast
phes, or what is sometimes referred to
”structural violence” (abject poverty
hunger, etc.) fall outside the scope of t
definition. Both verbal and visual depic
tions are included, as are depictio
which do not include the actual act o
violence. It is enough if the item de
scribes the consequences of the act.

Some feel that we have been all to
narrow in our definition when we exclud
depictions of structural violence
whereas others feel that we have be
too broad, in that we also include th
consequences of acts of violence. Wh
ever the merits of these arguments, I fe
we have arrived at a viable and realis
definition. This is not to say that ours 
the only such definition. By no means.

Some Findings

Today, roughly one TV news item in fou
contains violence, as compared to one
six back in 1979. Ah, the difference mu
be Bosnia, many reason. But the war co
erage from former Yugoslavia is hard
the whole explanation. There were co
flicts elsewhere in 1979 – in, for exampl
Campuchea and Iran – which receiv
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just as much coverage. And there we
numerous acts of political violence, te
rorist attacks, etc. We find a marked i
crease in coverage of crime today, co
pared to 1979. Has the world change
Or is it simply a change in focus as o
world-view has become de-politicize
and privatized? Are we not often give
the impression that the bloodshed 
Bosnia is the work of lawless barbaria
running amok, more than we can gra
the underlying pattern of political con
flict?

Cronström found a change in the ma
ner in which violence is presented. Visu
representations have become more co
mon, and more lurid. There are man
more images which show the cons
quences of violence: pictures of bloodie
and mutilated bodies, sometimes on
pools of blood, but not the victim. A
viewers, we are well aware that violenc
means suffering, damage and devas
tion. I suspect we all walk around wit
some few horrible images which w
haven’t been able to get out of ou
minds: the burnt corpses in Stupni D
swollen bodies floating in the rivers o
Rwanda or Burundi.

We are presented with much more gr
phic images of the consequenes of b
tality in other respects, as well. Th
visual presentation of victims ha
changed, so that we now far more fr
quently see what we see close up. 
close-up shot shows the face or oth
part of the body, often mutilated part
These close-ups are also exposed lon
periods than they were in 1979 – whe
close-ups, what is more, were far le
common. The camera goes in much clo
these days, and violence is depicted w
much greater intensity. We have all exp
rienced how the camera explores fac
twisted in pain, or lingers on wounds an
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Share of all items which contain violence

1979: 16% of the items in Rappor t
1993: 25% of the items in Rappor t

28% of the items in TV4 Nyheterna

Violence in the picture:
share of items containing violence

1979: 47% of such items in Rapport
1993: 62% of such items in Rapport

51% of such items in TV4 Nyheterna

Pictures of human victims:
share of items containing violence

1979: 13% of such items in Rapport
1993: 36% of such items in Rapport

25% of such items in TV4 Nyheterna

Dramaturgical effects:
share of items containing violence

1979: none
1993: 12% of such items in Rapport

13% of such items in TV4 Nyheterna

Note: Rapport is the news programme of one
of Sweden’s two public service channels,
SVT2. TV4 Nyheterna is the news programme
of the commercially financed, privately owned
nationwide channel. Both channels operate un-
der the terms of contractual agreements with

the state.
bloody bandages, on broken and mu
lated limbs, or pools of blood. I think w
should ask ourselves whether the ne
media, when they use pictures like thes
have treated the victims with due r
spect. Have they perhaps actually add
to their suffering and humiliation? How
would we like it if the victims were ou
own family? How would we like being
displayed to the world if we, ourselve
were in such a situation?
Yet another difference in the manner 
which violent news events are present
concerns the use of sound and visual 
fects to enhance the dramaturgics of t
story. Fifteen years ago, such effects
3
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were not used at all. Now they are, alb
the practice can hardly be said to pr
dominate. But violence is dramatized 
over ten per cent of the violent new
items in both SVT2’s (public service) an
TV4’s (commercial) newscasts. The e
fects may be music or sound effects 
various kinds or visual effects like slow
motion sequences or spectacular cam
angles. When there is no actual foota
of the acts of violence, news produce
can heighten the dramatic tension in t
story through suggestive reenactmen
A story about the murder of a young g
may, for example, be accompanied by t
theme from Twin Peaks; or, the murder of
an elderly man, by letting a hand-he
camera follow the route of the man
flight before his assailant finally caugh
up with him (cf. Frid 1994). Many medi
scholars have commented on the trend
news reporting toward aping the narr
tive techniques used in fiction. In th
case of news item involving violence
textbook examples abound. The fact 
however, that there is not one single ex-
ample of such dramatization of the new
in Cronström’s material from 1979.

There are, of course, many reaso
why violence receives more attention a
is depicted in greater detail and in a mo
spectacular fashion than it used to b
but I won’t go into them here. Instead,
should like to say a few words about th
respective perspectives of news produ
ers and viewers and how each group p
ceives and reacts to realistic depictio
of violence.

The Dilemmas of the News
Producer
Three undergraduates conducted se
rate studies in which they interviewe
news producers (Berg 1994; Liblik 1994
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Sturegård unp.). They mostly inter-
viewed reporters and editors, but al
some video editors and cameramen. He
I refer to them all as ”news producers
i.e. those who produce news. The s
dents found that many of these new
professionals defined depictions of vio
lence in the news rather narrowly. In th
news producer’s view, a depiction of vio
lence is coverage that shows the act
act of violence; it is an eye-witnes
record. Many of them would not includ
coverage of the consequences of v
lence in their definition. One said: ”W
often show pictures of victims of vio
lence or interview them. But that’s hard
a depiction of violence.” The term ’depic
tion of violence’ itself is not acceptabl
to many news producers. It connotes f
tional violence (violence-as-entertain
ment), which news professionals do n
want to be associated with in any wa
Or, as one respondent put it: ”It make
me think of the movies, where they pe
per the story with violence to excite th
audience. I don’t tend to think of th
news.” The word ’depiction’ itself
causes trouble: News producers prefer
think of their work as showing or reflect-
ing reality.

But viewers clearly do include cover
age of the consequences of violence 
their definition. Viewers often mentione
pictures of victims of violence in the
news as examples (Gidgård 1994; Pere
Norrman 1994). Thus, members of the a
dience apply a broader definition of vio
lence to television newscasts than ne
professionals do. The broadest definitio
was given by the Latin American refu
gees whom one of the students inte
viewed. These are people who have l
their homelands to avoid widespread vi
lence. For them, violence on televisio
might be coverage of such phenomena
4
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social injustice, poverty and poor livin
conditions – what is referred to as stru
tural violence – which we did not includ
in our study. One of the Latin American
said: ”It hurts all over again when I se
these boat-refugees landing on Gotla
[a large Swedish island in the Baltic
They had traveled so far, under such m
erable conditions, hungry and cold, wi
their children. To me, that is an examp
of violence.” None of the native Swede
who were interviewed referred to suc
news stories.

I think it is important to recognize tha
our professional and social identities a
fect our perceptions of violence and d
pictions of violence. No one perceptio
is more right than any other; we simp
have different frames of reference an
different perspectives. We should be
this in mind when we discuss these su
jects and carry on a dialogue about the
We may use the same words and th
we are talking about the same thing, b
in fact have entirely different examples 
mind.

Developing a personal strategy fo
confronting and dealing with documen
tary accounts of violence often gives ri
to dilemmas, both for the news produc
and for the news viewer.

Part of the news ideology is a stron
conviction that news reporting tells th
truth and communicates reality. The im
ages that reach television newsdesks 
accorded a high level of credibility, eve
though a growing share of the imag
provided by news services are not a
companied by any information whatso
ever concerning the source, motif and 
forth. One news producer said that t
texts accompanying the images on
”very seldom” mentioned the source o
the pictures. ”Sometimes the informatio
is given, but just as often it is not. 
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looks like many of the really gory pic-
tures come from free lances.” Noneth
less, the newsdesk chooses to treat 
images as truthful, objective docume
tations of reality. And, given tha
premise, the news producer cannot clo
his/her eyes to the evil and suffering 
this world; it becomes more or less im
perative to show the pictures that ha
reached the newsdesk: I quote again: 
we chose not to show these rea
graphic pictures, we’d be party to crea
ing a kind of rose-tinted ’Idyllia’, a world
with no violence, or where you onl
heard or read about it, because the v
lence is so gross that we can’t show it 
pictures.” Still, news producers tak
pains not to frighten viewers away b
showing all too revolting images. ”You
have to strike a balance; your viewe
should be able to look at the pictur
without their stomachs turning.” Thus
the dilemma consists of the imperative 
showing the grisly truth versus the fe
of shocking the viewer too much.

A second dilemma concerns the ne
producers’ conception of their audienc
How can they know anything about the
viewers’ reactions? News professiona
often use themselves or their colleagu
as measuring sticks: ”If I react strong
to a picture, I assume the viewer wi
too.” At the same time, many news pe
ple say they feel they have become 
ured, blasé after having seen so mu
documentary violence: ”Of course, after
while you develop defences. You mak
yourself hard, unfeeling. You have to
there’s no other way.” Or, simply: ”You
get used to these kinds of pictures. Mo
or less consciously.”

A third dilemma has to do with the dif
ference between the individual’s profe
sional role and his/her personal value
Some news producers say that they re
5
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differently when they are at home watc
ing television than when they are on t
job. In their professional role they som
times decide to show pictures whic
they, as private viewers, would not wa
shown.

Newsdesks have to make decisio
about whether to show, or not to sho
images of brutal violence on a day-t
day basis. It is no easy task. Seve
news producers report, however, that t
bounds as to what can be shown ha
moved: ”Some of the pictures from Lati
America showing the aftermath of bomb
ing raids are still out of the question
even if judgements are different today
And: ”It’s a game of ’follow-the-leader’.
It’s like somebody has raised the cros
bar, but I don’t think anyone does it d
liberately.”

Perhaps we communication researc
ers can cast some light on th
machanisms at play here, even if we, to
have ’blinders’ and contradictions of ou
own.

The Viewer’s Dilemmas
Viewers, too, experience an inner dilemm
in their relation to news reports of vio
lence, which they perceive as true a
counts of the state of affairs in the wor
today. The collision between one’s pr
vate life and the violence being perp
trated elsewhere often arouses ambi
lent emotions and thoughts. We feel ha
ried; witnessing violence in the comfo
of our living rooms fills us with shame
and feelings of impotence. We would pr
fer not to be troubled by such image
but at the same time we feel obligated 
keep abreast of what is happening in t
world around us. ”You don’t want to
look, but still, you do. I often say to my
self: I won’t look, I know it will just be
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blood and gore. But, then, you’re am
bivalent. You look, anyway. It’s our duty
to know.” Hagen (1994) discusses ho
this ideal of enlightenment, the duty t
be informed, is rooted among the gene
public. Another social dilemma concern
the need to combine our everyday rol
and chores with the need to be good c
zens, who react to acts of violence a
feel compassion. ”It makes me sic
Sometimes I cry. But my main respons
bility is to take care of my children when
come home from work, because I wo
quite a lot. I can’t spend time sittin
there in the sofa feeling sorry for th
world. I want to watch the news, and b
able to watch them without feeling sick.

Meeting scenes of documentary vi
lence – violence which cannot be di
missed as ”only a movie” – gives rise 
dilemmas on a deeper plane, as well.
raises questions that are traumatic for 
all, questions of suffering and death. 
can awaken a deep-seated fears, the 
of death, or painful memories of the dea
of a loved one. For the Latin America
refugees who had first-hand experien
of atrocities and rampant violence in the
homelands, violence in the news clear
arouses pain: ”When I see these grap
scenes, it takes a long time before th
fade away. The past comes alive in m
memory; the anxiety wells up in me.”

We do not know what happens to u
in our subconscious, but I feel fairly ce
tain that the images of real death and s
fering which assault us in the midst o
our everyday lives arouse deep anxiety
most of us. Documentary pictures ma
us spectators and witnesses in ways t
words simply cannot. The images et
themselves into our minds.

As viewers, we develop various stra
egies for dealing with images and repo
6
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of violence in our surroundings. Indi
viduals differ, of course, but there a
also socially determined pattern
Women are more prone to show the
feelings in the face of violence than me
are, and older individuals are more pro
than young people. These patterns we
found in the students’ interviews, an
they are confirmed in a more represen
tive survey we commissioned from
MMS2 (cf. Höijer 1994). Here I shall men
tion the somewhat different reactions 
men and women, but I should stress th
there are marked individual difference
in the reactions to documentary depi
tions of violence among viewers of bo
sexes.

Here are some figures from the statis
cally representative study: One man 
three (32%), and every sixth woma
(16%) say they do not react at all to d
pictions of real violence. Or, conversel
a majority of the women (59%) say the
react to the scenes of violence they s
in television newscasts ”often” or ”fairly
often”. The corresponding figure amon
men is 41%, less than half.

More women than men report findin
it difficult to stand pictures of violence
and suffering in the newscasts. They a
more prone to be saddened, to cry, to f
sick, to close their eyes or look awa
when the violence is too much for them
Men are more inclined to ’steel’ them
selves so that they do not react to wh
they see. Men more frequently say th
they have grown accustomed to seei
acts of cruelty in the world via the new
and that they have become blasé, i
mune or inured. ”Seeing a dead bo
doesn’t affect me particularly. Maybe 
should?” Or: ”I guess I’ve become blas
fed up with it all. I don’t react particu
larly.”
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Violence and Ideals of Manliness

I would like to bring up another possib
explanation to the differences noted b
tween men’s and women’s reaction
which is different from the traditional ex
planation concerning how our soci
roles foster men to accept violence, a
women to empathize. Naturally, our soci
roles do exert strong influences; our cu
ture prescribes that women be sensiti
but castigates men if they show to
much sensitivity. The man, the male, th
hunter has to be strong and not hesit
in the face of violence or the need to u
it. Even as young children, boys are e
couraged to play more aggressive gam
than girls. Some of the difference may 
biological, as well. But, I think there ma
be yet another reason why men react l
to images of the victims of violence i
television news. I believe that men ste
themselves to protect themselves agai
the myth of violence as a specifical
male characteristic, i.e., against their fe
of becoming a perpetrator of violenc
themselves.

In another study I am currently in
volved in, Peter Dahlgren and I have i
terviewed people about the things th
worry them. One of our respondents sa
the following. The interview had bee
under way some time when he sudden
burst out in a sort of confession: ”D
you know what really worries me? I worr
about myself and all this violence. First,
feel so damned disappointed in peop
like that, and then I get so goddamn
angry thinking about them. So, like, 
worry about myself. I wonder, what migh
I do if I ran into a bastard like that face 
face?” ”A bastard like that” refers to th
person or persons who have committ
the acts of violence seen and heard in 
media.
7
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Rollo May defines myths as ”self-in
terpretations of our inner selves in rel
tion to the outside world” (May 1991:20)
He does not mean ’myths’ in the sen
of false conceptions, but rather as nar
tives about the self and society. Telev
sion news items about acts of violen
tell us that men are aggressive, viole
that men commit most acts of violence 
the world around us. They tell us th
violent behaviour is part of masculin
culture; it is part of the male spher
When men hear and see documentary 
pictions of violence in the news, they s
a story about themselves through t
myth of violence and manliness. It is 
painful experience, and the violence-im
bued self-conception is something o
tries to keep at an arm’s length. This 
achieved by not allowing oneself to re-
act very strongly to images of violence
death and suffering. Men shield and d
fend themselves by looking at the pi
tures without showing any outer signs o
emotion.

We women are not threatened in o
identities at all in the same way whe
confronted with documentary depiction
of violence. On the contrary, we can b
confirmed in our more positive self-con
ception, assured that violence is not part
of feminine culture. It is something tha
men do. Since women do not experience
any threat to their self-conception, they
can afford to remain more open to the d
pictions of violence and have greater le
way for emotional reactions. They do n
have the same need as men to dull th
sensibilities, but can surrender to fee
ings of sorrow and pain.

Obviously, many different factors con
tribute to how we as individuals react 
depictions of real violence and, ult
mately, to violence itself. They have 
do with society, the perpetrators of vio
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lence and victims of violence, and on a
inner plane, with myths and conceptio
of the self, the actor, the victim and, ult
mately, of death. We all have a relation 
death. But many of us only come in co
tact with real death via the televisio
screen, in the form of brutal ends to h
man life, as something considered su
able for public display.

News producers justify the increa
ingly graphic images of victims of vio
lence they show in terms of their duty 
inform; they say they want to awake
their audiences. Certainly, some viewe
are moved and aroused. The images e
themselves into their memories and ling
on. But many – men, but women, too 
have put up a shield and ward off the p
tures. ”It’s not like I go around thinking
about it afterwards. Those really revol
ing scenes, you just filter them out.” O
”It would be awful to have to cry your
self to sleep every night over what 
happening in Rwanda. It doesn’t do an
good.” And viewers talk of being sate
with scenes of violence, such as tho
from the conflict in Bosnia. ”Personally, 
usually switch channels wheneve
Bosnia comes up. It’s been done 
death.” Or: ”It’s on everywhere, all th
time. After a while, you just don’t car
any more.”

Slavenka Drakulic is critical of the deli
berate and precise registrations of de
that invade our living rooms; she warn
8
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that their only purpose is to prepare 
for new, worse atrocities. As one of ou
interviewees put it: ”You are fed the sam
kind of pictures day after day. Finally
you tell yourself, ’Okay. Worse thing
happen!’ – just to be able to stand it
That seems a fairly reasonable strate
to protect oneself from a steady inflatio
in grisly images of violence. How can w
store away all of this misery? We cann
– as one of our respondents cited abo
said – cry ourselves to sleep every nig
We have to go on living our lives, whil
at the same time all those we have se
on our TV screens are left to suffer their
terrible fates. Rolf Künstlicher (forthcom
ing), a psychoanalyst, speaks of how
spiritual gulf or cleft opens within us as 
result of our more or less daily exposu
to violence and suffering in the medi
We watch, and then we drink a cup 
coffee and do something else.

I see a risk that documentary depi
tions of violence in television may n
longer be the alarm-clock we hope th
might be, if they continue like this, da
after day. Perhaps they already ha
been reduced to documents, the m
purpose of which is to prepare us f
worse to come?

Pictures can arouse and awaken a
get people to commit themselves, but 
we feel invaded by images of horror, a
we not likely to turn our backs and see
comfort in coziness of our private lives?
r
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Notes

1. In addition to myself, doctoral candidate J
han Cronström and undergraduates H Be
E L Frid, A Gidgård, M Libnik, L Pereira-
Norrman and L Sturegård.

2. MMS: Mediamätningar i Skandinavie
(Stockholm), an audience research institu
with field research capability.
,
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